Abstract-To promote economic stability, finance should be studied as a hard science, where scientific methods apply. When a trading strategy is proposed, the underlying model should be transparent and defined robustly to allow other researchers to understand and examine it thoroughly. Any report on experimental results must allow other researchers to trace back to the original data and models that produced them. Like any hard sciences, results must be repeatable to allow researchers to collaborate, and build upon each other's results. Large-scale collaboration, when applying the steps of scientific investigation, is an efficient way to leverage "crowd science" to accelerate research in finance.
Abstract-To promote economic stability, finance should be studied as a hard science, where scientific methods apply. When a trading strategy is proposed, the underlying model should be transparent and defined robustly to allow other researchers to understand and examine it thoroughly. Any report on experimental results must allow other researchers to trace back to the original data and models that produced them. Like any hard sciences, results must be repeatable to allow researchers to collaborate, and build upon each other's results. Large-scale collaboration, when applying the steps of scientific investigation, is an efficient way to leverage "crowd science" to accelerate research in finance.
In this paper, we demonstrate how a real world problem in economics, an old problem still subject to a lot of debate, can be solved by the application of a crowd-powered, collaborative scientific computational framework, fully supporting the process of investigation dictated by the modern scientific method. This paper provides a real end-to-end example of investigation to illustrate the use of the framework. We intentionally selected an example that is self-contained, complete, simple, accessible, and of constant debate in both academia and the industry: the performance of a trading strategy used commonly in technical analysis. Claims of efficiency in technical analysis, referred derisively by some sources as "Black Magic", are of widespread use in mainstream media and usually met with a lot of controversy.
In this paper we show that different researchers assess this strategy differently, and the subsequent debate is due more to the lack of method than purpose. Most results reported are not repeatable by other researchers. This is not satisfactory if we intend to approach finance as a hard science.
To counterweight the status quo, we demonstrate what one could do by using collaborative and investigative features of contributions and leveraging the power of crowds.
I. CROWDS AND COMPUTATIONAL INVESTIGATION
Finance is not always studied with rigor. Even the simplest and most popular trading strategies are disputed over their performance. This is not just because the different researchers use different data to test the strategies, but also because contexts are not always clearly defined, parameters are not always agreed, and results are not always interpreted in the same way. The stability of financial markets affects the society; many societies are still suffering from the effect of the financial crisis in 2007-08. To promote economic stability, finance should be studied as a hard science, where scientific methods apply.
In this paper we present a real end-to-end example of an applied investigation of a financial trading strategy using a specialized conceptual framework. We show how this framework can be used to leverage the power of the crowds, modern computing resources [1] and the scientific method [2] to solve practical problems in economics and financial markets through large-scale collaboration [1] . This paper is part of a broad research in which we advocate a "crowd powered" [3] , computer-based model of investigation for complex subjects like economics. The specific intent of this present paper is to serve as a continuation for the blueprint of the conceptual framework [1] already published, offering a concrete example of an end-toend investigation of a financial case using constructs of this conceptual framework. We consider this paper an important formalization that will help consolidate the vision of the conceptual framework.
We have been calling this conceptual framework FRACTI: FRAmework for Collaboration and Transparent Investigation in Financial Markets [1] . FRACTI is not a software implementation, or a programming language. Instead, it defines an abstraction for a computational representation [4] for the field of economics. The examples outlined in this paper denote one specific implementation, or dialect, of FRACTI (an open source implementation called QuantLET [5] ). This dialect evolved to serve as an illustration of concepts in the framework and is not intended to be a full-fledged implementation of all concepts at this point.
Throughout this work the dialect has been providing important insights to this research, and vice-versa, the research fed back to the dialect several ideas that were materialized as concrete extensions. This dialect relies on many underlying computational resources [6] [7] [8] [9] and we should expect more to come, as the chain of direct and indirect dependencies is fluid and is always changing. It would be impossible to accurately describe all of them.
We will be using FRACTI models to investigate whether one common trading strategy prevalent in technical analysis is indeed profitable, and if so under which circumstances. Even for a somewhat complex and extensive exercise, we will show that FRACTI models are a succinct and straightforward way to describe and communicate details and features of the trading strategy.
This example investigation will show how financial models are built by chaining "contributions" into something called streams. Everything in FRACTI is a "contribution" 1 and contributions are formal "evidences" 2 of a scientific investigation. As evidences they can be shared, reused and traced through something called a "record of provenance 3 ".
An executable version of this exercise [10] [5] is available online and can be downloaded as a notebook [6] by any interested parties if they wish to verify the underlying data and methods. Although still a prototype and not yet intended as a complete collaboration platform, this executable shows critical features of contributions and tracking of evidences through a record of provenance that are critical for transparency, repeatable methods and computational controls in a collaborative platform.
This exercise will also demonstrate how easy it is to adjust a model in order to perform various functions in the investigation. The example of this exercise will demonstrate how slight adjustments can make the same model serve for functions of visualization, benchmarking, simulation and even real-time trading purposes if need be.
The first part of this paper is an abstract of FRACTI's blueprint presented in earlier phases of this research in previous papers. We outline the main features of the framework, main objectives and its representation system based on facets, contributions and meta-model. The second part defines the fundaments of the scenario under investigation, a common technical trading strategy called "breakthrough crossover momentum strategy". This exercise will dissect this technical strategy in search of scenarios of profitability in two steps: first against random 1 "Contribution" in the same sense as authors "contribute" to Wikipedia 2 The available body of facts or information indicating whether a belief or proposition is true or valid [65] 3 Chronology of the ownership, custody or location of historical entities [65] walks and second against historical data from components of a liquid index, the S&P 500 index.
The third part describes the end-to-end exercise of investigation using FRACTI standard process: formulation of a hypothesis; outlining of limitations, simplifications and expected outcomes; development of a model and components; definition of shocks and simulations; execution of simulations; and finally formulation of conclusions. During this exercise we generate a number of contributions -also known as evidences -and a step-by-step analysis of those evidences.
Throughout those steps we will demonstrate how easy it is to formalize FRACTI models and adjust them to cover a wide spectrum of functions, from visualization, to benchmarking, to historical simulation. The definition and execution of models generate a number of relevant shareable and traceable contributions. By the end of the investigation, using evidences produced, we list a number of possible explanations for our findings.
Finally, we conclude by listing observations about the use of the framework, evidences generated through data and visualizations and suggestions for future research.
II. FRACTI IN A NUTSHELL
Before we jump on to define the strategy and the description of the model we will investigate it is important to describe how financials models are about to be represented and therefore we must now provide a highlight of FRACTI main aspects. This introduction is a brief outline of features extensively described in a previous paper, therefore the curious reader is strongly encouraged to refer back to the original blueprint [1] for a detailed description 4 .
The definition of FRACTI was driven by very specific and straightforward objectives: to allow transparent collaboration, repeatability of results, accessibility and openness.
Transparent Collaboration: FRACTI defines large datasets and financial models through a common representation so that visualization and operations over large amounts of financial data is uniform. The uniform representation allows shared items to be examined in detail and re-executed against different scenarios by different groups of users. In other words, the next sections will exemplify the use of FRACTI as a scientific support system [11] [12] .
Reproducibility:
The conceptual framework enforces a scientific approach to analytical research: models and scenarios have to be reproducible by anyone. On this investigation exercise we will show how large sets of data and models can be traced to their origins and re-executed, allowing different organizations and individuals to easily replicate results.
Accessibility: End users do not have to be proficient in computer science in order to be able to use, collaborate on or visualize models or scenarios in the framework.
Openness: This investigation exercise shows instances of the trading model representing specific configurations, executions or simulations exchanged across environments or different implementations. Openness means that data and method of an investigation can be traced and replicated regardless of ownership, origin, computational implementation or location of a contribution.
The conceptual layout t of FRACTI is in essence a proposal to represent knowledge in the specialized field of finance through abstractions called models.
The knowledge representation system for models is described in terms of what can be shared, or evidences, called in the scope of this research contributions and how to establish fundamental building blocks called facets.
In the scope of this work, the term contribution applies to artifacts 5 produced by participants (users) and shared with (or contributed to) a wider community of users.
Contributions should cover a broad range of models, methods, and results relevant to financial sciences [13] . Some examples include datasets in small, medium or large scale; time series in low, medium or high frequency; calculation methods and visualization plots; and results related to historical and real-time execution, simulation and back testing.
The term facets, or aspects, relate to fundamental building blocks that can be used to arrange contributions and produce more complex abstractions in a model.
The conceptual framework of FRACTI defines several different facets in order to support different cases of use in financial markets 6 . For the sake of simplicity, in the scope of this investigation exercise, we leverage one facet only: streaming.
The streaming aspect defines a graph-oriented Domain Specific Language [14] [15] to route fragments of meta-data through a chain of reusable and exchangeable processors ! defining a function composition [16] [17] [18] :
( ! ! … ! )( ) In the specific notation of the reference implementation of FRACTI in use in this investigation [5] the function composition is represented by a symbol ≫ giving a composition of processors the form:
We refer to a chain of processors ! … ! as a stream, and financial models in FRACTI are presented using a stream notation. In other contexts similar representations are called pipes, pipelines or infix notation [19] .
Overall, a FRACTI representation model naturally enforces a thought process that is in line with the modern scientific method, outlined by the very specific phases: 5 Observations in a scientific investigation or experiment that is not naturally present but occurs as a result of the preparative or investigative procedure [65] 6 FRACTI represents financial models through the use of facets, currently streaming, reactives, distribution and simulation [1] .
• Formalize the phenomena under investigation. In this case we will be defining the trading strategy under investigation (Section III).
• Define a hypothesis (Section V.A).
• Define assumptions, and back-testing procedures to be followed (Section IV)
• Define components to use. Shocks, modes and benchmarks (Section IV)
• Define the expected outcome (Section IV)
• Establish conclusions (Section VI)
Despite the well-defined process outlined by these phases, they are only an indication of a best practice and not mandatory. A researcher is always encouraged to explore variations of these phases when engaging in any investigation with FRACTI.
III. THE TRADING STRATEGY UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
The central contribution of this paper is to formalize a real end-to-end example of scientific investigation of a financial model that is self-contained, complete, simple, accessible, and widely debated in both academia and the industry: the performance of a trading strategy used commonly in technical analysis.
The concrete example described in this paper investigates a common trading strategy, a variation of a moving average cross-over (MAC-O) momentum strategy [20] . This type of hybrid strategies uses "break through" signals to identify "momentum" of a pseudo-random movement. We call this variation the Breakthrough Cross Over Momentum, or BCOM, strategy.
Breakthrough strategies are the most commonly used strategies in technical analysis and electronic trading. They can be tested with both real-time and historic data. On the correlated property, momentum strategies [21] identify profit opportunities by assuming that, unlike a purely random movement of a price (random walk), a price movement carries some "inertia" and tends to gain on an already higher price, "many more times than not … the strong get stronger and the weak get weaker" [21] .
Technical analysis is usually seen as an alternative to fundamental and quantitative analysis. Technical analysis has its origins in the Dow Theory and the works of Cowles [22] , Dow and Hamilton [23] [24] from early 20 th century. Since that early time, the effectiveness of technical analysis when compared to fundamental and quantitative analysis has been a matter of controversy, with references testifying for the effectiveness of technical analysis [25] [26] and against it [27] . Different researchers test variations of these strategies using different data, which makes it very difficult to compare and contrast different researches. A much more rigorous approach is needed if we are to assess the robustness of such trading strategies.
In this exercise we will be using FRACTI models to determine the efficiency of the BCOM strategy.
We may not be able to offer a definite conclusion for this investigation vis-à-vis evidences collected. The main intent of this paper is to serve as a showcase for methods of investigation using FRACTI patterns.
Models that rely on breakthrough strategies intend to predict the behaviour of a random -or pseudo-random -walk based on fluctuations of this walk crossing (or breaking through) the line given by attenuations of its past values.
In order to evaluate breakthrough momentum strategies we need to introduce each of four major components that we employed: random walks, moving averages, rules for generation of buy and sell signals and portfolio management.
A. Random Walks
First we would like to evaluate the effectiveness of a BCOM strategy on random walk series. A common random walk is a path of successive values following some random generation pattern. The random walk theory in essence states that the path of prices over time is "efficient" and past prices have no influence over future prices [28] .
One-dimension random walks are used extensively for simulation of stochastic movement of asset prices over time. In this exercise we will specifically use a Brownian motion [29] , or Wiener process [30] , characterized by the following properties:
Where → ! is continuous, and ( , ! ) is the normal distribution with expected value and variance ! and for any , , ! − ! and ! are independent for ≤ < .
In FRACTI parlance we can illustrate a random walk using a straightforward model of just one stream in one line 7 :
Figure 1. Random Walk Over a Time Series
On this dialect we describe one stream connecting a daily time-series from beginning to end of 2013, a Brownian motion random walk 8 for ! = 10. The resulting sample is visualized by a bi-dimensional plot, as shown in Figure 2 : 7 We emphasize that we have not implemented a full system supporting concepts that we present in this document. This specific dialect is provided for illustration purposes only. 8 On all instances of this exercise "seed" arguments are provided in order to achieve repeatability of results of a random series For simulation purposes, we can generate several Brownian time series. For example, we can generate in one line series of prices mimicking random walks for closing prices of three symbols, GOOG, IBM and B: 
B. Moving Averages
The second major component in evaluating a BCOM strategy is the generation of an attenuation signal. Filtering, or dampening, of the random walk is achieved by running or rolling averages 9 of past prices in a time series updated on each new tick of the price.
Moving averages in their formal form are non-recursive, and by consequence computing intensive [31] . For every new price, all past prices would have to be traversed and a new average calculated. Part of the exercise depicted in this paper represents calculations in a recursive form, in which iterations over past values of a series are not necessary. Whenever available, we introduce a model's non-recursive form, to provide a means of comparison to models available in other references [32] , before showing the recursive form.
To thoroughly evaluate the BCOM strategy, we use different moving average calculations. The most common types of moving averages are cumulative, rolling, weighted and exponentially weighted moving averages [32] .
Cumulative Moving Average: The simplest moving average is simply an arithmetic average of the previous values in a series. The non-recursive and recursive calculation are given respectively by the models:
This is a special case of moving average where there is no sampling window, so all data is considered equally in the calculation of the moving average.
Rolling Moving Average:
The "rolling" average is an unweighted mean of previous samples, considering a sampling window of size ′. A more precise definition accounting for where < ′ the window is given by = min( ′, ). The following models give the non-recursive and recursive forms:
Weighted Moving Average: Weighted averages have a dampening factor ( ) assigning different weights to data at different positions in a movable sample window of size ′. A more precise definition accounting for where < ′ the window is given by = min( ′, ).
In this moving average past factors are adjusted by a decreasing linear factor ( − + 1), so that more recent observations have a larger influence on the filtered signal. Its form is given by:
is a triangular number [33] that can be reduced to
, giving the model a final form:
This model is partially recursive from 0 to the value of for each iteration .
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average:
In the exponentially weighted moving average a dampening factor is used to decay older terms of the series. Its recursive form is given by:
Higher dampening factors ( ) would give lower weight to older terms of the series, yielding slower filters. This model is recursive by definition and therefore easily adapted to computational forms.
We can bind together multiple filters to a random walk and to a visualization endpoint on the same stream using one single line. Momentum strategies tend to rely on filters that provide some control over how much decay should be applied to older terms of the series. Additionally, as explained before, best results are achieved from filters that can be represented recursively. Given these advantages we will be using the exponentially weighted filter in this investigation.
C. Derivation of Buy and Sell Signals
The third major component for evaluating a BCOM strategy is the generation of buy and sell signals. In a BCOM strategy buy and sell signals ! are generated depending on how a "fast" curve of prices ! crosses over a "slow", or dampened, curve of prices ! .
In essence, a buy signal is generated whenever the fast curve crosses the slow curve upward. On the other hand, a sell signal is generated whenever the fast curve crosses the slow curve downward, i.e.:
Where ( − 2, − 1, ) denotes the three steps in the time sequence that are relevant to determine if the signal in the immediately subsequent step + 1 will be either a sell or a buy signal.
A clear illustration of this behaviour is given in Figure 7 . In that plot we denote signals by red triangles whenever a cross happens on D over F ( !!! > ! !!! ≤ !!! ) and signals by green triangles whenever a cross happens on F over D ( !!! < ! !!! ≥ !!! ). We define this strategy as a (moving average cross over) function, which takes a time series as input and outputs a set of buy and sell signals.
In this model there are basically two variations of rules for the derivation of signals, depending on what makes the faster and slower curves. These variations are called double and single cross over rules. In a double cross over variation both the slower and faster curves are themselves filtered curves of a spot price curve. The slower curve has a higher dampening factor ( ) than the faster curve.
If we were to use moving averages as dampening filters, for example, the fast curve ′′ ! and slow curve ′ ! would basically differ by how far back in the past spot prices they used in the average calculation: in other words, slow moving averages track longer periods than fast moving averages does, i.e.:
In a single cross over variation the faster curve is given by the spot price over time ! and the slower curve is given by the dampening of this spot price through some filter, usually a moving average ! , i.e.:
In this exercise we will be using a single cross over variation, in which the model takes the final form:
Where ! , ! , ! are respectively values of the stochastic random walk, moving average filter and signal buy or sell at time = .
D. Portfolio Management
The fourth and final step of a trading model should account for portfolio management by keeping track of overall gains and losses, taking into consideration the cash flow resulting from buys and sell signs, transaction costs, a cash balance, and price variations of the underlying:
The function is the portfolio management function where the arguments ! , ! , ! , ! are respectively the cash balance, signal (Buy or Sell), load (transaction costs) and the value of the stochastic random walk at time = . The function pm takes buy and sell signals generated by the crossover momentum strategy as input. Based on the cash balance (K), pm outputs a 3-tuple ( , , ) ! of the model at time t.
In later references in this paper, the notation for portfolio management is equivalent to:
≈ ℎ_
In this tuple is the final signal to be sent to the market place (Buy, Sell or Nothing); the full portfolio balance accounting for the summation of cash and non-cash positions; and the overall profitability of model denoted by .
IV. THE FRACTI REPRESENTATION
We have explained the foundations of FRACTI and the BCOM trading strategy under investigation. We can now move ahead and describe the representation of BCOM using FRACTI concepts.
As described in Section II, all financial models in FRACTI are represented through steps in a sequence of a particular type of facet, a stream. Despite the relative complexity of the model described in Section III, we can outline the entire strategy to evaluate BCOM by the following steps:
• Generate price ticks, either from random Brownian generators or from historical data;
• Generate moving average, preferably allowing plugging in different types of moving averages;
• Generate buy or sell signals based on breaks of the spot price curve through the moving average;
• Decide whether to send an order to the market or not, based on current portfolio and liquidity (balance of available cash);
• Processing the resulting data graph (plotting, store and track for future use, etc.).
We can generate in one line an example of these steps. A model of a daily time-series for years 2013 and 2014, a simulation of stochastic random walk of closing prices, a generation of buy and sell signals based on cross overs, portfolio management and visualization is given by the following description: In blue we see the random walk simulating closing prices of an underlying hypothesis. In green we see the EWMA filter. The green and red triangles show when buy and sell signals are sent to the market. Finally in red, is the profitability over time (on the right vertical axis, in percentage points) of the overall strategy, given the features discussed before.
A profitable strategy would show alpha (red line) greater than one, so our own definition of a profitable strategy would be:
In a nutshell, this first run simulates a random walk, with the specific parameters of ! = 37 , ! = 0.05 , ! = $10,000 and ! = $7.5 in which a BCOM strategy is not profitable, losing about ~6.5% overall in two years.
Models are in essence simulated simplifications of a real world phenomenon [34] [35] . This BCOM model is no exception. In order to allow proper computational representation, this FRACTI representation of BCOM will introduce a few important simplifications.
• Support for one single order book, in other words, one symbol of the underlying asset. The conclusions should be assumed for additional symbols following the same price behaviour.
• Infinite market liquidity. The marketplace guarantees market orders to be fully executed over the cycle of the next price tick.
• No price lagging. The marketplace guarantees market orders to be executed on the last price tick received.
These adjustments help with the explanation, but should not substantially impact the generality of the experiment under 
V. THE INVESTIGATION EXERCISE
By now we have all we need to start the investigation exercise. We have explained the foundations of FRACTI and the BCOM strategy is understood and defined in terms of FRACTI concepts. We have built a very good idea of what we intend to measure and, as a consequence, are able to prove or disprove. We will now move forward with the investigation per se. Steps of the procedure described here are available as a FRACTI scratchpad (notebook) [6] and can be inspected online [10] .
Given first brief results from Figure 7 there are a few immediate questions that need to be addressed and these will form the base of the remainder of this exercise:
• Are breakthrough momentum strategies money losers?
Or are they ever profitable?
• If they are profitable, what features, if any, do we need to fine tune in order to make them consistently profitable?
Considering these preliminary inquiries, the first step on the scientific investigation method is to state our hypothesis.
A. The Hypothesis
We hypothesise the following for this exercise:
• There are scenarios under which momentum strategies are consistently profitable.
• For some combinations of ! , ! , ! and ! we expect the momentum strategy to be consistently profitable.
• If profitable against a random walk, we expect the strategy to be profitable against a representative sample of financial instruments that follow a quasi-stochastic price movement path.
We will test the above hypotheses on two major cases: first on a Monte-Carlo simulation using stochastic generators on variations of arguments of ! , ! , ! and ! ; and second, back testing against constituents of a well-known index, the S&P 500 index [36] .
B. Monte Carlo Simulation of Brownian Variations
The first part of this exercise is an attempt to examine the first portion of our hypothesis: finding out for which combinations of parameters of a random walk ! , ! and ! we should expect the momentum strategy to be consistently profitable.
We will attempt to answer that by defining a model that executes on different shocks. The term "shock" in FRACTI nomenclature denotes "one single iteration" of a simulation model. In other words, each shock carries one permutation of values of features relevant for a specific simulation.
In this exercise, each shock carries a variation of features: initial value of the random walk ℎ . 0 ( ! ) ; the dampness factor of the filter ℎ . ℎ ( ! ) and transaction costs ℎ . ( ! ).
Figure 8. Simulation Model
The result of the execution of the model defined in Figure 8 is the feature ( ), or overall profitability of the model. This feature is displayed on both x and y axis of the resulting plot in Figure 9 .
In this investigation exercise, for illustration purposes only, we intend to investigate correlations using linear regressions and scatter plot matrices 10 [37] .
The diagonal of the scatter plot brings a normal interpolation of each of the features, from where we can visually get a sense of mean and distribution for each of the features. The upper half of the matrix brings a scatter plot of each pair of features, along with a linear interpolation of the pair. This gives us a sense of mutual correlation. The lower half of the matrix shows a cluster plot where we can observe any patterns of clustering on each of the pairs. 10 Usually real-world investigation scenarios will rely on a much higher number of features, which would make the use of visual methods impractical. Numerical methods would be more appropriate.
If one compares Figure 6 to Figure 8 one can see that they essentially describe the same model. One could use the same stream to switch from visualization to a Monte Carlo simulation on the same model immediately, just changing from constants to arguments in a shock. The next step, after defining the composition of a shock, is to perform a simulation. In this exercise, for illustration purposes we decided to use uniform samples to represent variations on each of the arguments.
In a uniform distribution, if ( ) is a random sample of size , the continuous uniform distribution in the range , , denoted by , for > , is given by:
In this model the continuous uniform distribution using the same arguments is defined by ( , , ). From top to bottom and left to right a scatter plot matrix, like the one presented in Figure 9 , presents the same sequence of features in horizontal and vertical.
In this case these are in order ! , , ! and ! -respectively representing dampening of the EWMA, fitness (or profitability), load (or transaction costs) and initial price of the instrument under simulation.
For the first try of the investigation, we generate the scatter plot matrix in Figure 1 using one statement:
The diagonal, upper and lower halves of the matrix give us a deeper insight on features under study and the behaviour of the model overall:
• This strategy is still never profitable against random walks using the range of uniformly distributed arguments for this simulation. No shocks were able to bring > 1 , our own definition of "profitable" as explained in Figure 7 .
• The lower the dampening of the filter, the less money is lost. This is shown by the (dampening x fitness) scatterplot on the right side half of the scatter matrix, row 1 and column 2, with a negative line-of-fit. In other words, the strategy will lose less money using slow filters; or using yet another phrasing, ! (dampening) is negatively correlated to (fitness).
• As one could expect, this simulation shows that the lower the transaction costs (load), the less money is lost. The lower the feature ! (transaction costs, or load), the higher (profitability, or fitness).
• As one could intuitively expect, the initial price of a stock has no influence on the profitability of this model. This is shown by the (s0 x fitness) scatterplot on the right side half of the scatter matrix, with a virtually neutral line-of-fit. Feature ! has no correlation to .
We can see that one of the features is irrelevant for what we are investigating. The quick inspection described above showed ! (initial price of a stock) has no influence over (profitability or fitness) and should be removed. On that note, we will adjust our model to remove ! and add a new feature ! , namely the variance of the Brownian random walk.
Our new model basically represents the same as Figure 6 and Figure 8 . However, it functionally does something substantially different: this new model investigates if the variance of a random walk ( ! ) affects profitability ( ), and if so under what circumstances.
The new shock features top to bottom and left to right are, in order, ! , , ! and ! -respectively representing dampening of the EWMA, fitness (or profitability), load (or transaction costs) and variance of the Brownian motion. A scatter plot of this simulation is given in Figure 1 .
We can see that all findings on the first try still hold true for the second try, with an extra insight. Now we get an additional conclusion about the correlation between ! and : the (sigma x fitness) cell on the right side of the scatter matrix shows a scatterplot with a negative line-of-fit. This indicates that the variance of a random walk (sigma, or ! ) is negatively correlated to profitability (fitness, or ) or, in other words, we should expect to lose slightly less money when a random walk presents a lower volatility.
The second try also confirms the bottom line of this simulation: against a random walk this model is not profitable.
C. Back-Testing Against the S&P 500 Index
For the second part of our original hypothesis we will backtest the model for profitability against historical price data. For the sake of transparency we selected to use constituents of the S&P 500 index. In essence this index, created in 1957, tracks US stocks with at least USD 5.3 billions of market cap [38] .
Historical data is also a contribution in FRACTI terms, and as such it can be leveraged as part of streams and be bound to other contributions. As an example, we can briefly inspect one stream of historical data in one line:
This stream produces a plot contribution of adjusted closing prices 11 for Apple Computers for the year 2014: We can leverage historical data on our model like any other contribution. If we want to use historical data instead of a random walk in our model, all we have to do is replace the first and second steps, and , with one step:
This slight modification leverages basically the same original model, this time to create a plot contribution for closing prices of Apple Computers for the year 2014 in Figure  11 : The original scenario seems to be repeating itself for historical data. If one were to start using this strategy to trade APPL stock at the beginning of 2014 one should expect to lose approximately 3% of the original cash balance. In other words, of the initial $10,000 investment in APPL stocks on 1/1/2014, only about $9,700 would remain by 12/31/2014.
Is this something specific to Apple Computers stock? How does a different stock, like Google (GOOG), behave in the same period using the same strategy features?
To answer this question, only one slight modification -a change of a constant from 'APPL' to 'GOOG' -is required in the proposed framework to visualize the historical performance of a different instrument: Figure 12 . Historical Performance of GOOG Considering a new security on the simulation, Google, we lost even more; 12% of the original investment was lost over the same period.
Still, we have run the model twice, on two stocks, and neither was profitable. One could argue that the sample is not representative of an expected behaviour, and both are in the same sector and both are large cap stocks. The bad performance we saw in both exercises could be related to poor data selection and bias.
To investigate further, we could back-test this model against all stocks constituents of the S&P 500 index. This should be representative of stocks of varied sectors and reasonably large caps.
As we did on the first exercise, the first step is to define the simulation model:
Again, under our framework, this only requires a slight modification of the model in Figure 6 , except that in this case only two features are necessary:
• The symbol of the stock • The feature, or column, on the historical repository We retrieve all constituents of the S&P 500 index and execute the benchmark of all adjusted close prices ('Adj. Close') for all symbols in one statement:
This benchmark runs in two steps:
• We benchmark each shock, in which each shock has a symbol and a column. We collect the fitness of the model for this specific symbol, and plot a histogram with the distributions of results. The result is given by a histogram fitted by a normal approximation, given in Figure 13 . The results closely fit a normal distribution, and the bottom line of this part of the exercise is clearly demonstrated:
• Evidences collected here indicate that this strategy is not profitable for stocks in the S&P 500 index.
• There is one single outlier in which we can achieve a return of approximately 18%.
• On average, a stock in the S&P 500 index picked randomly and traded with a BCOM strategy would be losing around 2% for the year 2014.
D. Provenance of Contributions
Everything in FRACTI is a contribution, and as such they all carry amongst other things a record of provenance. To illustrate that, we investigate in this section the record of provenance of Figure 12 , a performance plot generated previously in this exercise. There are a number of important details we can infer from a record of provenance:
• The source of all data and steps followed for generation are public and transparent. Ownership of each contribution (user jfaleiro), timestamp of each contribution (date and timestamp at which the contribution was generated) and source (indicated by an URI) are shown explicitly.
• The data used to create this plot was obtained on-line [39] on a specific date shown on the record, and was passed through a number of stages -the stages themselves being contributions -for caching and transformation, according to a specific stream. The generation of this version of the plot is also stated on the record of provenance.
• All contributions are signed, safe stored, and check summed.
Provenance tracking is one of the fundamental features of FRACTI that allows for sharing, tracking and collaboration among heterogeneous parties through which we achieve reproducibility in large-scale scientific research [1] .
E. Final Notes on Evidences of Profitability
There are two extreme opposing views regarding the efficiency of technical strategies. They vary from derisively equating technical strategies to "tea leaves reading" [40] , "black magic" [41] or "financial astrology" [42] [43] , to several claims on the other end of the spectrum as this model's consistent return in the range of double-digit percentage points in a year. [44] Mimicking those same opposing views, but avoiding extreme stances, peer-reviewed scientific publications are apparently divided between supporting and repudiating claims of efficiencies of technical strategies [45] [46] [47] . A survey of past studies indicated that from "95 modern studies, 56 concluded that technical analysis had positive results", and pointed to the difficulty in getting to conclusive findings due to "data-snooping bias and other problems" [45] and "noise in trading price" [48] .
Adding to these previous findings, the first simulation used on this paper observed that fully random walks were consistently unprofitable. On the second simulation, using real historical data shows that this model was only profitable in about 8% of cases.
We were not able to achieve claimed results indicating a consistent profitable behaviour using either random walks or real historical data. Evidences produced in this exercise suggest that the strategy is not consistently profitable and the hypothesis we had outlined at the beginning of this exercise is false.
These findings show strong discrepancies from claims from several investment resources. The specific causality is difficult to assess, but we can list possible explanations:
1. Data snooping 12 [49] and survivorship biases 13 [50] . Evidences in this paper might be getting the same results as previous studies did, in which technical "rules are profitable when considered in isolation, but these profits are not statistically significant after" adjustment for data snooping and survivorship bias [27] .
2. Our data samples are too efficient. The very notion of a pure random walk contradicts the assumptions followed by chartists that price movement carries some "past memory" or private information [28] . In that sense, random walks and components of the S&P 500 Index might be just too efficient for momentum strategies to perform. "There is some evidence that technical trading rules perform better in emerging markets" due to their inefficiencies [27] , technical strategies tend to perform better in inefficient markets [51] .
3. Traders might be using variations of this momentum strategy that are actually profitable, and not disclosing its details. 13 Survivorship bias is the unintentional error of concentrating on data items that have "survived" some process and overlooking those that have perished [69] evidences is indeed the main motivation behind FRACTI [1] .
To derive causality from computational artifacts that seem correlated at first sight is a hard task, especially when scenarios are not exhaustive. As we have discussed in previous papers [1] , we should expect this determination to become increasingly more difficult as we have to deal with higher volumes of data and more complex representations, the consequence of the "informatics crisis" [12] and the noise present in scientific investigation [1] .
As it is clear by now, in this paper the determination of the exact cause for a phenomenon is secondary. The primary objective is to demonstrate how simple it is to adjust and modify models and simulations in order to follow fluid ideas and how the conceptual framework enforces collaboration through shared evidences (FRACTI contributions). We cannot determine the cause of discrepancy, and the answer will remain debatable and possibly the subject of future research. We argue that extensive and robust analysis can only be supported by collaborative research. FRACTI is a platform that supports scientific collaborative research.
VI. CONCLUSION
The core argument of this research is that finance should be studied like any hard science, strictly following the procedures of the modern scientific method. We advocate the use of modern computational techniques to support large-scale collaboration to leverage the power of crowds for investigation.
In this paper, we have demonstrated how a trading strategy commonly used in technical analysis could be studied scientifically, for example, with control experiments (Brownian motion), generalization (testing on multiple assets) and statistical analysis. By specifying the experiments under the proposed FRACTI framework, researchers can communicate without ambiguity what experiments they have conducted. As it is the case in hard science, other researchers can repeat the experiments in order to verify the results. This way, FRACTI can support crowd science, which is an efficient way to accelerate research in finance.
In this paper we presented a concrete case in which we use FRACTI to outline a hypothesis, produce, record and collect evidences and get to an objective conclusion about a financial phenomenon we wish to verify.
In this exercise we intentionally selected a model that is simple enough for a wide community of finance users to understand and test. An additional incentive is the exposure of this and similar strategies that are of constant debate, in the media and academia, of opposing views of technical, fundamental and quantitative approaches to investing.
Every single one of the evidences generated in this exercise is called a contribution, and as such are shareable artefacts available to a wide community of interested parties. Contributions also inherently carry a number of properties, such as ownership, provenance and access restrictions. These properties are produced and maintained transparently at the same time the contribution is generated.
The investigation exercise core of this paper, described thoroughly in Section V, is evidence of how FRACTI enables "crowd science" [3] through features of a scientific support system described in Section II: transparent collaboration, repeatability of results, accessibility and openness. We explained how these features are required to support "crowdpowered scientific investigation" [1] in large scale in Sections I and II.
A reasonably complex trading strategy defined in Section III can be described by FRACTI models in clear accessible text, for example Figure 6 and Figure 8 . By using other researchers' contributions, a researcher does not have to be a computer specialist to understand, communicate and improve them (which is the benefit of crowd science).
A researcher can always use the record of provenance of any FRACTI contributions, as shown in Figure 14 , to identify the original data and transformation steps to re-create contributions.
The record of provenance allows unquestionable repeatability of results by any researcher who might want to leverage a previous investigation (which is what scientific research should be).
Using FRACTI contributions, we demonstrated how to easily switch datasets between Brownian simulations and real historical data, visualize and back test results -and more importantly -share contributions between interested users and communities (thus supporting collaborative research).
Code examples provided here are not the core subject under research; they are provided for illustration purposes only. Despite that, these features align themselves with the vision of the long-term research and could be looked at as an illustration of the roadmap.
